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As computer systems become more soρhisticated they must be 
able to communicate their results successfully 10 their υsers. Natu
ral language generation IS the area of research concerned wilh 
deν'eloping methods Ihat wilJ alJow a computer syslem 10 respond 
to its user in human language In Ihis paper. Ihe need for natural 
language generation is first motiν'ated by showing how it is used in 
seνeral applications. Giνen that language generation is necessary 
for such syslems, the paper also focuses on the issues that must be 
taken into account in developing a system that can generate 
language, Finally. techniques that haνe been used in two question
answering s}'stems, the TfXT system [21J and TAILOR ρ习. are 
discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As computer systems become more sophisticated they 
must be able to effectively communicate their results to 
their users. Many potential users of complex computer 
systems are "naive" and "infrequent" users; that is, not 
only are they unfamiliar with the computer and the formal 
languages available to interact with it , but their planned use 
of the system is infrequent enough that it does not warrant 
the time needed 10 learn a formal language. Many potential 
users of database systems, information systems, and expert 
systems fall into this category. Thus much research in natu
ral language has focused on developing facilities that allow 
querying of such systems in human language. But users can 
only successfully take advantage of this new world of in
formation and tools if they understand the response they 
receive. Th 币， then , implies not only capability on the part 
of the machine to accept instructions in everyday terms but 
also to reply in kind. 

Natural language generation is the area of research con
cerned with developing methods that will allow a com
puter system to respond to its user in human language. In 
this paper, the need for natural language in several different 
applications is discussed lirst. Given that language genera
tion is necessary lor such systems, the paper focuses next 
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on the issues that must be taken into account in developing 
a system thal can generate language. In particular, how can 
a system decide what information to communicate, when 
to say what , and which words best express its intent? 
Finally. lechniques that have been used in two question
answering systems, the TEXT system (21) and TAILOR (22). 
are presented. 

川 THE NHD FOR lANCUACE GENERATION 

One main area where language generat lOn has proved 
valuable is as part 01 interactive syslems. These include 
question-answering syslems, which allow a user to bOlh ask 
a queslion and receive an answer in natural language, as 
well as syslems Ihat can provide explanalions 01 Iheir rea
soning but offer the user only limited ways to request such 
explanations. Expert syslems and computer-aided inSlruc
tion systems lall into this last category. 

A. Que5tion-An5wering 5y5tems 

For many years, the problem of question answering was 
seen as primarily a parsing problem. A user's question was 
translated into a formal query, whether a database query. a 
formal logic represenlation 01 the question, or a specialized 
AI language representation. The question was answered by 
doing a search of the underlying database or knowledge 
base. as specified by the lormal query. The results of the 
search were simply presented to the us凹， using list or table 
format and sometimes embedded within a sentence. 

There are many questions. however. t巾ha剖t cannot be 
answered by a simple search of the unde阳制「叫Iying kυ呐n】O 、协w怆dge 
base. For exampl怡e ， it has been shown (们15叮)，口9咧J I仙ha剖t many 
users of database sy归sl怆ems， particularly naive and infrequenl 
users, need 10 ask queslions 10 familiarize Ihemselves with 
the database before asking specific questlons about its 
contents. Such users need to know what informalion is 
available in Ihe database (e.g. , "What kind 01 data do you 
have?"), whal specific lerms mean in the context 01 Ihe 
database (e.g. , "What is production cost?"), or what the 
differences are between different terms (e.g. , "What's the 
difference between manufacturing and production cost?" 
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In spatial domains1 that we have studied, questions that 
require description of a physical object also require more 
than a database search. Questions such as "Describe the 
disk drive?" or "What are the parts of a telescope?" can be 
answered either very succinctly or by providing a great deal 
of detail. 

In general , high level questions that do not precisely 
characterize a required piece ot information cannot be 
answered by a simple database retrieval. Such questions are 
often termcd meta-leveJ questions because the information 
required to answer them is not found in the database itself, 

but rather in a meta-Ievel description of the database.2 

Meta-Ievel questions would include at least the following 
classes of questions: 

requests for definitions 
requests for available information 
questions about the differences between objects 
requests for object descriptions. 

Since meta-Ievel questions have no corresponding formal 
query which can produce the content of the response, a 
language-generation component is required to determine 
the appropriate content, organization, and expression of 
the response. Note that natural language is particularly 
appropriate for answering such questions as they require 
definitions, descriptions, and longer textual sequences. 
Moreover, the knowledge base contains a large amount of 
information that could potentially be included as part of an 
answer. Exactly what information is appropriate for a re
sponse will vary from one situation to another, depending 
in some cases on how knowledgeable the user is about the 
domain. 

B. Expert 5ystems 

Communication with the user in expert systems has been 
needed primarily to explain the reasoning used by the 
system in producing its advice. Textual explanatio门 has

proved crucial to the success of expert systems lor several 
reasons 

Firs t, expert system users are often not computer scien
tists and would be unable to follow a formal representation 
of the system's reasoning. For example, users of medical 
expert systems are doctors and medical students. Natural 
language is a mode of communication that is familiar to 
users such as these who may not want to take the time to 
learn other modes of interaction. 

While not experts in the programming methodology of 
肘pert systems, users are often experts in the domain 01 the 
svstem. Again , doctors fit this characterization. Their pur
pose tn using the system is often for consultation: to gain 
advice on a case or to confirm their own diagnosis. In order 
to evaluate the advice provided and to determine whether 
10 accept It or not , such users need to be able to under
stand both how and why the system came up with its 
advice 

11 巳 domains conta.ning detailed information about physical 
objects: what they look like , their subparts, how subparts are 
geographically related to each other. etc. 

"A meta-Ievel description might list the objects found in the 
database. their definlOg characteristics, and database attributes. The 
database Itself contalns values of attributes. 
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Builders and maintainers of expert systems are now point
ing out the val ue of textual explanation in identifying errors 
in the underlying inferencing process. Often a trace of the 
inference process itself can be so lengthy (for example in 
some systems [27], a single recommendation may invoke up 
to 15α刀 individual production rules) that errors are dif
ficult to detect. Often, a system is constructed incremen
tally by a number of different researchers who may not 
follow the conventions used previously. In such cases , 

explanation facilities have been shown (e.g., [12)) to point 
out even such simple discrepancies as errors due to round
off which had gone undetected. 

C. Noninteractive AppJícations 

Language generation is also used for noninteractive appl i
cations such as abstracting of technical teχts and summari
zation of stories (14). In these applications, the generation 
system uses an internal formal representation of the text or 
story and must select and abstract information to include in 
the summarization. As with the answering of high-Ievel 
questions and generation of explanations, the process in
volves determining which information should be included 
as well as how to express it. 

11 1. PROBLEMS IN LANGUAGE GENERATlON 

Given that there is a need for language generation i n a 
variety of applications, what issues must a designer of a 
language generation system take into account? To get a 
feeling lor what a language generation theory must handle , 

consider an example of the kind of text a system that 
generates defi nitions should be able to produce (see Fig. 1) 

R吨町.E.:I.扭曲u. (FrønuJ 1m阳1U1\[陪d 叫回国.....nship In lhe Cote de NUI l$ "'，1由阳。
fronl- ran.kin8 vlncya.rds. EcheUIUX and Grand$ Ec~uaux. n障 firsl prodU~5 i flne ricJ\. round 
wìne 3M lhc 居cond.. which is not • sìr咀Ic ...íneyard buc a group, is iJ回国pable of p.回uctng flne 
wi ne-s bu t.. lilce oÙlCr divlded propcrties. the qualicy of i臼刷帽怡、'ari .1ble 节回 lc:sser wlnes o{ 
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Fig. 1. Naturally occurring definition. 

This text (taken from The Hamlyn Pocket Díctionary of 
Wines [23]) was written for the explicit discourse goal of 
defining Flagey-Echezeaux. It presents information relevant 
to that goal in a comprehensible organizational framework. 
What must a generation system take into account to gener
ate a text such as this one, given a specific discourse goal? 
To illustrate these issues, we will consider how problems in 
language generation differ from those of language interpre
tation and show the range of choices a generation system 
must consider. 

Although there is research that suggests that the same 
information can be used both for interpretation and genera
tion of language (e.g. , (11), (31). [32]), there are some im
portant distinctions that can be made about the processes 
required for each task. Interpretation of natural language 
requires examination 01 the evidence provided by a particu
lar text in order to determine the meaning 01 the text and 
intentions of the writer who produced it. It necessitates 
using that evidence to examine the limited set of options 
the system knows 10 be available 10 the writer 10 determine 
the option aclually taken. For example, in interpreti ng the 
second sentence of Fig. 1, a system would use the evidence 
that "produce" occurs in the active form to determine that 
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μa rich round wine" is the object being produced and 
Echezeaux (to which "the first" refers, one of many prob
lems for interpretation not discussed here) is the agent that 
does the producing. 

While interpretation involves specification of how a 
speaker's options are limited at any given point (for exam
ple, by wnting grammars), it does not require a formulation 
01 reasons lor selecting between those options.J Thus in 
interpreting sentence (2) 01 Fig. 1. a system does not con
sider why the writer used the active form as opposed to 
any of the other options available at that poin t. 

In generation 01 natural language, however, this is exactly 
what is required. A generator must be able to construct the 
best utterance lor a given situation by choosing between 
many possible options involving a wide range of knowl
edge sources. To produce the second sentence 01 the 
example. a generator must decide that although both the 
active and passive lorms are possible (the passive would 
result in "a line rich , round wine is produced by the I们irs引t'丁

1巾he active í凶s better than the passive. Furlhermore, the gen
erator must have a principled reason lor making that deci
sion, which it can use in all similar cases. Where research 
on interpretation may describe limitations on options in 
order 10 more efficiently determine the option taken, re
search in generation must specify why one option is better 
than others in various situations. 

The choices that a language generator must face include 
options regarding the content and textual shape 01 what is 
to be said and choices in the translormation 01 the message 
so determined into natural language. A language generation 
system must be able 10 decide what inlormation to com
municate, when to say what , and which words and syn
tactic structures best express its intent. In the last 01 these 
stages. local decisions such as syntactic and lexical choices 
are made, olten using a grammar and dictionary to do so. It 
is in this stage that the active lorm would be selected lor 
sentence (2) 01 the example in Fig. 1. Until recently, this has 
been considered the extent 01 language generation re
search. But determíning what to say and how to put it 
together above the sentence level also introduce language 
issues that must be addressed by any speaker or writer 01 
extended discourse. These thr四 classes 01 decisions are all 
part of the language generation problem. 

1I connected text (and not simply single sentences) is to 
be generate 

J Note that as interpretation systemg become more sophistícated. 
the analysis 01 reasoning behind the selection 01 a choice may be 
helplul in determining the goals 01 the speak.er , 
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inlormation about Flagey-Echezeaux (the item being de
lined) in the last sentence. 

To generate texts that are well organized. an analysis 01 
the kinds oí structures that are appropriate for providing 
delinitions and other kinds 01 texts is needed. In general , in 
any situation where text must be produced, we will call the 
purpose íor producing the text the discourse goa l. For 
examp怡， the discourse goal for Fig. 1 is de{ine since the 
author's purpose in writing the text is to provide a delini
tion 01 Flagey-Echezeaux. Other discourse goals would in
clude describe , compare , support (as in an argument), and 
so lorth. The kind 01 structure that is appropriate lor pro
ducin l! a text will vary depending on the discourse goal; 
while -one type of structure may produce an effective deíi
nition, it maγproduce a very poor argumen t. Thus a first 
step in building a generation system is to analyze texts that 
were written for the same discourse goals lor which the 
system will generate texts. In this w衅， structures that peo
ple successlully ùse lor producing text will be identified. 
These structures are termed discourse strategies. 

In addition to identilying such strategies through analysis. 
methods ar芭 needed lor lormalizing the results so that they 
can be I,lsed by a computational process. While the descrip
tion given several paragraphs back 01 the structure used in 
Fig. 1 is adequate lor us as readers to lollow, it cannot be 
used as is by a computer. Instead it must be specilied very 
precisely using a lormal representation so that it can be 
embodied as part of a computer program. 

A second mai n requirement lor generated text is dis
course coherency: the computational process must produce 
a text that is in some sense a uni t. This means that only 
inlormation that is relevant to the discourse goal is in
cluded and that each sentence must be semantically related 
to the previous tex t. In Fig. 1, only inlormation supporting 
the definitión of Flagey-Echezeaux is included in the tex t. 
This is due partly to the lact that the author only considers 
inlormation that is related to Flagey-Echezeaux. but it is 
also due to the organizational strategy he has chosen. It 
dictates that inlormation about each 01 the two con
stituents be included and not inlormation about the Cote 
de Nuit, lor example. Furthermore, each sentence relates to 
the previous sentences. 

IV 町 A MODEl FOR lANGUAGE GENERA TtON 

In this section, a model lor language generation that has 
been used successlully as part 01 the TEXT system , and later 
extended in TAllOR , is presented. In this model , processing 
is divided into two phases. In the lirst phase, embodied in 
the strategic component 01 the system, the content and 
order 01 the text are determined. AII decisions about what 
to include in the text and when to include it are made. The 
output 01 the strategic component is an ordered message, 

which is passed to the tactical component. In this second 
phase, a grammar and dictionary are used to determine 
how to express the message in English. The actual words 01 
the text are chosen and strung together as sentences. 

This separation of conceptual and linguistic decisions 
allows focus on problems in one phase or the other. Much 
of previous work in language generation has focused on 
problems in the tactical component , under the assumption 
that some other part of the system would determine what 
to say. This has ranged Irom work on direct translation 01 
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an underlying formal representation [5]. [261. the develop
ment of grammars and mechanisms for usìng those gram
mars to produce language [11]. [17]. (20). and the develop
ment and representation of criteria for making decisions 
about vocabulary as part of a dictionary (剑， [20]. In TEXT 
and T AI LOR. this separation of conceptual and linguistic 
decisions has allowed focus on conceptual problems that 
had previously gone unaddressed. although we have devel
oped a tactical component as wel l. 

It should be noted that while many researchers have used 
and continue to use this division of processing. there is also 
interest in examining the interaction that must occur across 
the boundaries [10]. [24). For example. in Ritchie's model 
(24). two separate components for conceptual and linguistic 
decisions are maintained. While the conceptual module is 
invoked belore the linguistic one. on the generation of 
noun phrases. the linguistic module re-invokes the concep
tual one to provide more details on the object the noun 
phrase must refer to. Similarly. Hovy's model of generation 
(10] specifies points at which interaction between the mod
ules must occur. And while Mann's [17] efforts have focused 
mainly on the development of a grammar lor generatioo. 
the systemic formalism that they are using calls for choice 
points at which other parts of the system (such as the 
knowledge base or the text planner) are queried to provide 
further information. Finally. in recent work 01 our own [4) 
we looked at the influence of vocabulary on the order of 
the text showing how earlier conceptual decisions can be 
retracted if warranted. 

Other researchers have developed integrated models of 
language generation with no clear separation between 
phases (e.g.. Appelt [1); Oanlos [7]). Appelt characterizes 
language generation as a planning problem ‘ He shows how 
a planning paradigm can be used to solve problems at all 
levels of the generation process. including linguistic deci
sions. This unified process means that decisions at any level 
can influence both earlier and later decisions through the 
use of backtracking. Oanlos. on the other hand. claims that 
such extensive and unpredictable interaction is required 
between conceptual and linguistic decisions thal no gen
eral principles ordering these decisions can be developed. 
Instead. for each new domain. a new ordering of decisions 
must be developed. In Ihe terrorist domain in which she 
works. dec 

A 5Iraleg}': Deciding What 10 5ay and When 10 5ay 11 

If the conlent of a response is nol predetermined by a 
search 01 Ihe knowledge base. the text generalion module 
musl be able to determine whal information to convey 
given a request for communication. For certain questions. 
such as requests for definitions in the database domain. 
there may be a potentially large amounl 01 informalion thal 
could be used 10 answer the question. The system must be 
able to filler out information in its knowledge base which 
can be ignored and pinpoint information which should be 
included. 

One way in which information can be filtered out for 
inclusion in the text is by making use of a discourse strategy 
such as the strategy used for the discourse goal define in 
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Fig. 1. By identi fying the strategies that people commonly 
use for dìscourse goals and encoding Ihem formally, a 
generation system can use Ihem to aid in delermining the 
order and content of the texls it generates. In Ihe next 
sections. the use of discourse strategies in two systems. 
TEXT and TAILOR. is discussed. 

1) The TEXT System: TEXT is part of a natural language 
interface to a database syslem and provides paragraph length 
responses to questions about database structure. It can 
respond to three types 01 high-Ievel questions: requests for 
delinitions, questions about available information, and 
questions about the differences between objects. The 
database used for TEXT contains information about military 
vehicles and weapons. 

One of the strategies formalized for TEXT is the con
stituency strategy that was used in Fig. 1 for defining 
Flagey-Echezeaux. This same strategy was identified in many 
naturally occurring texts for the purposes of definition and 
thus could be abstracted out as a standard pattern. It is 
characterized by four main steps: 

1) Identily the item as a member of some generic class. 
2) Present the constituents 01 the item to be defined. 
3) Present characteristic information about each con

stituent in turn. 
4) Present additional information about the item to be 

defined. 

This strategy is formalized in TEXT as a schema using a 
graph representation. The conslituency schema is shown in 
Fig. 2.4 Each arc of the graph represent5 one of the steps 
above and is labeled by a predicate which characterizes the 
type of information required. The graph begins with the 
identification predicate, indicating identification of the 
generic class is required. The attributive predicate is an 
alternative that will only be taken if the discourse goal is 
not define. The second arc is labeled constituency and 
indicates that the constituents, or subclasses, of the item 
should be included nexl. 5tep 3 is represented by the two 
arcs emanating from the state CONST /CONST and the arc 
from state CONST /10. These arcs indicate that identifica
tional or atlributive (i.e.. attributes of an object) informa
tion and evidence (e.g.. attributes supporting an object's 
classification in the database) are to be provided nexl. The 
two arcs going 10 the final node in the graph.ζONST/END. 
represent step 4 and indicate that altributive or analogy 
information is to be provided. 

To generate the content of a response, TEXT traverses the 
schema graph. Each predicate in the schema has a function 
associated with it which retrieves iniormation matching the 
predicate from the underlying knowledge base. For exam
ple. the identification predicate has an associated function 
which takes as input the object to be identified and returns 
a proposition which includes the object to be identified, its 
superordi nate. and any defini ng 'attributes. The i nformation 
extracted for a single predicate will eventually be translated 
to a single sentence. As TEXT traverses an arc. it extracts 
information from the underlying knowledge base using the 

4Four schemata were developed and implemented in TEXT. See 
[21] for a description of the others 
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idcntifîcation 

. ev ídence 

叮 Th..;s~ ， tr飞当 H巳 t r .1VC r 当 ~d ior 芒 .}ch C01~st ltuent. 

Fig. 2. The constituency schema. 

function associated wíth the predicate labeling the arc 
Where there are alternatives in the schema (several arcs 
emanate from a single 5ta!e) each predicate is matched and 
the information that ties in best with the text it has already 
generated IS selec!ed (see [21]) 

TEXT used the const;tuency schema to generate the para
graph shown In Fig. 3 in response to the question "What is 
a guided projectile?" The numbered predicates shown were 
used to extract information for the corresponding sentences. 

2) TAILOR: TAILOR [2月 is a question-answering system 
that was develoρed for RESEARCHER [13], a system that 
reads patent abstracts, builds a knowledge base repre
senting what it has read , and generalizes from different 
patents to learn abstract concepts relating the different 
objects it has read about. Since RESEARCHER primarily 
contains information about physical objec饵 its question
answering component must be able to respond to high-Ievel 
questions requesting descriptions of the objects. 

One main problem for this domain is determining the 

McKEO、‘VN' LANCUACE CENERA TIQN 

(definlUon GUIDED) 

;WhaIIS J Kuided projeculc? 

xhcm. 田10口国 COI\$lJ阳e阳y

L.由ntJ ficanon: guided proJecule 
2. con.sutue阻y: guided pmJecule 
3, idtnu ficallon: rnissile 
4. .由ndfic~llon: torpedo 
S. eVldcnce: missiLe 
6. evidcncc: !orp目。
7. .nnbuDvo: guided proJOCIl le 

!>.iesuge 由IOUgb 由ctiona l')'. Enrerina tac-tical component 

1. A gulded prtJJCcule i. • proje口.1. 由.I.tl5 皿If.propelled. 2. The", ar曹:; rypes of guuted 
proJoCDlo. .n the ONR d...base: io町ledon 1I咀 m，描il...l. The m晴sile h.a5 J urget loc血on ln 
阳 air or on Û回国nh'， lurl缸.. 4. 'The IOrpeda h画 an underwater ~rger location. S. 1lle 
miuilc's wge‘ loc.tion i. indicated by the Dß attribule DESCRJPTJON and the m.ssilc', n;ght 
capJbllities lre pmvided by 由e DB .unbu.. ALTJTUDE. 6. The阳rpc曲" unde阳..er
ap~，li~~s lre pro...icUd by tt回 DB ..tnb"... und町 DEPTH (for cxarnple, MAXlMUM 
OPERAnNG DEPTH). 7 节回事飞lided prDJC由Je has DB attnbutes TIME TO T ARGET & 
U:-;πS ， HORZ RANGE &t UNITS-"，回 NAME

Fig. 3. Response generated by TEXT. 
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amount of detail that should go into any given description. 
For example, given a patent -about a disk drive with im

proved air flow, information is available in memory to 
describe it in either of the two ways shown in Fig. 4 below. 
Depending on the user's knowledge of the domain, one of 

the two answers will be more appropriate. 

1) h ∞lUlsU o( an cnclosure. 2 filten. 100ωr IVlde mu吊 fordi~皿na au now 

2) h h.. • normaJ .nclo阳盹 2 fiI~"o( !l也回π，. l)'pe (b~a由er (1Ilcn) mlking 血is. 'airl)' 
ωmpl. fil田町s;cm In 臼阳回国吼her dioc 由'.es. ha、 i n& mulbpl. fiI~r type‘The 1国曲。n o( 
!l>e 2 fil忧罚 (one on encJo\un: top and 。陋。n eocloiure bonom) plus an IJr guide mun‘Q，u 1le~ 
air t.o flow from 阳 ouwde，阳阳且 d阳i阳帽c吻d句y 。阳n 阳 .pinJ l. 皿回dd盹川冉阳且。刷u川t 阳 bonom fi阳I~甲"阳。
瞠割嘘e 。剧ut剧s刽id由.. B岛y 庐0.1由d由In吨a 阳s刽itive lir pr琶uu陌血m创吨s庐h 山， .祖"n。、WI叮n ∞mbln旧luon 嗣由 M
。由.b.‘归au旧cu阳。0. 1 阳刽川u川v吨e IJr pr回u陌 d仙』何e町『陌阳琶町町nba划J i$ C口r

Fig. 4. Two desc门 ptions 01 a disk drive 

To determine how much detail is appropriate for differ
ent users, Paris [22] analyzed encyclopedia entries for vari
ous physical objects, using entries íor the same object from 
both adult and junior encyclopedias.5 She found that rather 
than provide more detail for the naive reader and less fOf 
the expert (or vice νersa) ， an approach that had been taken 
previously in natural language generation, different kinds 01 
detail were given for the different readers. This difference 
in detail could be captured by two different discourse 
strategies. For adults , or domain experts , a description 01 
the object's parts was given and its structure could be 

captured by the constituency schema. Given a request lor a 
description of a telephone, her system can currently pro
duce a response lor the domain expert as shown in Fig. 5. 

Idcnnfk~tlon; t:: lc 例lOlIO

∞n1llEu.t町y: telc庐回n.

∞MUlue配y: tnnsmuter 

z由nrifiuuon二hoo.山ng

IdcnljflC:illlon~ hne 

co陆uruency: \lrtl~ 

节lO td明白nc: \5 a dεv1C<. The tel.pI田nc hu lln.n.smmer. a houslng. J hne i1咀 I ~cel...tr 
节、e tran\mmer has I dOubly resonanl 町阳m .nd 1 dliphragm 有le Ro山ng " • kind of ∞'.r 
节回 hne 山·剧目币，. r冒出川t has I dia协ngm. a.n ilr gap ~nd an ele口romagnel

Fig. 5. Expl'rt dl'5cription generated by TAllOR 

For novices, on the other hand, encyclopedia entries 
generally provided a description of the process that makes 
the object work. Paris has lormalized this strategy by indi
cating how the system should trace the causal relations in 
the u-nderlying knowledge base to produce the lext. Given 
the same requesl lor a description 01 a telephone, her 
svstem will produce a response lor the novice as shown in 
Flg. b. The propositions output lron:' the strategic compo
nent are shown with the generated English along sid~ it 
Each proposition consists ~I a _:ausal. relation (Iabeled by a 
unique identifier sucl飞 as &MRO and a mnemonic such as 
M-(AUSES) between two other 陀lations (again labeled by 
a unique identilier such as &REL3 and mnemonic P_ 
SPEAKS-INTO). Thus proposition 1 indicates that one rela
tion (speaking) causes. another relation .(hitting). Only part 
01 the generated text lor the novice is shown. lhe ex~~ple 

5 The adull is assumed to have more domain expertise in anv 
glven doma,n than thl' child 
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l} ‘民EL3 IP-SPEAKS-INTO}: 
subJect t ，问[1127) 101唱E)
。bjéct ('MEJo!2) ITRANSMI17EII) 

…>‘MRO (M-CAUSES) 

‘RtL4 (P-HITSI: 
suÞiect ‘阿EJo! 2el ISOUNOWAVES) 
。b泸ct 川E旧) IO!APHP.AG旦-T)

21 ‘ II1:L4 CP-提 ITSI:
subject ‘MEI128 1 ISOUND时lIVES)
。bjeet c'MEI1 31 ID!APHAAG抖-7)

… 'MI< l IM-ClIUSES 1 

‘RtLS CP-VISP.ATESI: 
aubiect 
。bjëct 凶EM31 IDIAPHAAω. '1' 1 

3 )‘民ELS CP-VIBP.ATESI: 
subject 
。bject C'MEI131 IOIAPHP.AGM-T) 

That a person spea)电 S

eauses 

waves tO hit 
the diaphr a.申t

!hl.S !a.ct causes 

the dlaph:-a伊巳。

vitrate 

‘~P.2 O'!-EOO!VAtEU7-TOl :.r. !he sarr~ ~nner as 

óRE 1.8 CP-VIBP.lITI:SI lhe molecules 01 Ol r 
lubject are '..i~!at l. ~.q 
。bjeCt ‘ME.归2E 1 tAIII-MO~ECUtES) 

Fig. 6. lournat lor the process Irace 

continues by describing the substeps 01 each relation. See 

Paris [22J lor the lull example. 
3) Other In fJuences: Other generation systems have 

made use 01 concepts similar to discourse strategies. In 
earlier work, Weiner [30] made use 01 an explanation gram
mar to generate tex t. His grammars consisted 01 lewer 
predicates than TEXT's strategies and were developed lor 

the discourse goal 01 providing explanations. In more re
cent work, lollowing the development 01 TEXT, Mann [18] 
did an extensive analysis 01 a large corpus 01 texts to 
discover strategies that were used. The schemata resulting 
from his analysis consist for the most part 01 a main predi
cate and a satellite , they do not specify the order 01 the two 
predicates, and they can be combined recursively with 
other schemata to produce a large variety of structures. 
Thus strategies have been used in a number of systems as 
one method lor determining the content and order of 
generated text 

There are other influences in addition to discourse 
strategies on determining the content and organization oí a 
generated tex t. I n each sentence of a text , a writer centers 
hisjher attention on one object (or event) over others. 
This act 01 centering one's attention is called focusing. In 
TEXT, a representation 01 what the system is focusing on 
in each sentence and how the system's locus shifts as 
the text is produced is maintained in order to avoid 
having the text jump around Irom one topic to another. 
By singling out one object in each sentence as the system's 
locus and using a set 01 rules dictating when and how Ihe 
system can change focus, TEXl can rule out pieces 01 
inlormation to add to its texl that do not conlorm to its set 
01 rules. TEXT uses these rules to choose between alterna
tives in a schema. 

For exaπ)ple ， one of TEX T's locus rules states that il the 
system must choose between continuing to locus on the 
same object and returning to locus on an object that was in 
locus earlier, it is better 10 continue to locus on the same 
object. lhis rule guaranlees that the system will linish what 
it has to say on a current subject belore returning 10 an 
earlier one. In the constituency schema, the use 01 this rule 
means that the system presents all inlormation about an 
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object's conslituenlS before relurning 10 lalk about Ihe 
objecl ilself. 

Olher researchers have shown the influence 01 knowl
edge represenlation on Ihe generaled tex l. A lexl gen
eration system cannol say more Ihan íl knows abou ï, as 
represenled in its knowledge base. In order to generale 
particular types 01 lext, íl may be necessary to specily 
addilional information to add to the knowledge base. Both 
Swartout [28] and Cl ancey [6] showed thal support knowl
edge lor Ihe rules in an expert system musl be added in 
order to produce acceptable justífications of the system's 
advice. Swartout made use 01 domaín príncíples to provide 
suitable explanations lor doClors as part 01 Ihe Dígilalis 
Therapy Advisor, whíle Clancey added information aboul 
the slruclure 01 domaín knowledge and system Slralegy in 
order 10 create a lutoríal experl system, GUI DON, based on 
MY Cl N (25). 

Finally, depending on who Ihe syslem is lalking 10 when 
a queslíon is asked, differenl information will be relevan l. 
Appell [1] has shown how informatíon about Ihe Current 
user's beliels and knowledge should inlluence what the 
syslem says. While Appell assumes the user is a novice 
Appell's system also explicilly keeps Irack of faCls the user 
knows aboul. It learns about 5uch facts through the con
versation: by the slalemenls or queslions the user asks as 
well as by whal Ihe system lells the user. A símple way Ihal 
Ihe system can make use of such knowledge is to avoíd 
telling the user whal sjhe already knows. On a more 
sophislicated level , by using such knowledge, Ihe syslem 
may be able 10 satisly several goals in a single ullerance. for 
example, by saying "Use Ihe wheelpuller" while poinling 
10 a tool on a nearby table , a speaker is able 10 indicale 
whal tool 10 use next ín a lask while al Ihe same time 
,dentifying Ihe wheelpuller lor Ihe listener. Similarly, in 
T AILOR we have shown how inlormation about user Iype, 

whether naive or expe川， can ínfluence how much delaíl to 
include in a lex l. 1I TAILOR is conversing wilh a user who 
knows very little about the domaín (a novice), detail about 
process inlormation is given, while il the user is a domain 
expert. details about objecl parts are given 

8. Tacltcs: Oeciding How to 5ay It 

The lext generation system musl also be able 10 de
termln哥 what Ihe surface lext should look like. This in
volves making decisions about what vocabulary 10 use (and 
In parllcular , how to choose between synonyms), when to 
use a pronoun instead 01 a lull noun phrase to reler to an 
object or concepl, whelher 10 use a sequence 01 simple 
sentences or to combine several simple senlences into a 
smgle complex sentence, and how 10 arrange the words in 
each sentence. Almost all 01 Ihese decisions are inlluenced 
by syntactic constrainlS on language and thus one compo
nent 01 a language generation system is a grammar 

In TEXT and TAILOR, we have developed a lunclional 
unificatlon grammar [11] to translorm the message pro
duced by the stralegic component into natural language. A 
dictionary is also used in Ihis process 10 determine whal 
words to use in the tex l. 

To see how the actual English is produced, consider the 
oulput for Ihe process slralegy used in TAILOR , shown in 
Fig. 6. The tactical component will be invoked separately 

"ICKEOWN lANGUAGE GENERA TlON 

for each numbered proposttion in&the output and will 
produce a single sentence for each-b FO「 a single p『OPOS1·
1ion, the dictionaw wi||be accessed to deter『TIme the verb 
and its arguments(which eventually will lmmute as the 
subiect and obiect oi th?senter1Eek BefO『etnvoKIng the 
grammar , the lirst propo川on is represenled as show气 in
ig7All vocabulary has been chosen forthe mtenEE, out 
how the words wi|l be combmed syntactically has yetto be 

((cal s) 

{叫由 ((v … ca~)))

(1'1'0' ((embed (("， 1 1'1'0…由at)

(ve巾 (v … speak)))

印刷 ((n --- person) (anic\e… mdef))))))) 

(goal ((embed ((ve内 ((v --- hu) (国 pee， inf))) 

(pro, ((n … wave) (number plur))) 

(goal ((n … di.l'hragm) (amc\e …deη)))))))) 

Fig. 7. Intermediate representation 01 Proposition I 

decided. Currently, the verb is selected based on the 
semantics of the predicate il represents and the semantic 

lealures of ils arguments. 
We plan to have user-type influence Ihe choice of vocab

ulary as well as the choice of strategy. A domain novice 
requires less lechnical vocabulary Ihan does a domain 
expert.叭'e íound thal terminology varied significantly 
between a junior encyclopedia enlry and an adult en
cyclopedla entry lor the same objecl. For example. when 
discussing the core of a translormer, the adull enlry de
scribed it as being composed of "Iaminaled steel" while 
the junior entry indicated ít consists 01 "many layers 01 thin 
strips 01 sleel." Our program should also be able 10 choose 
vocabulary according 10 the user's background 

To produce Ihe actual senlence, the intermediate repre
senlalion shown in Fig. 7 is unified with the grammar 
which is represenled in Ihe same lormalism as the input 
The uni lication process is based on the uniíication process 
used lor resolution theorem proving. During the process 
Ihe synlactic structure of the sentence is conSlructed , 

choices such as whether the active voice or passive voice 
should be used are made, and the Iree slruclure 50 
constructed is linearized to produce the senlence "That a 
person speaks causes waves to hit the diaphragm." 

1) Other Approaches: Slighlly dillerent models lor the 
tactical component are used in other research. In a PRO
LOG delinite clause generalor developed at Columbia [8], a 
list of propositions is inpul to Ihe generator instead 01 one 
proposition at a time. Each propositlon is represented using 
basically the same formalism shown in fig. 7, but one 
argument 01 each proposition is singled out as the focus of 
Ihat proposition. The generalor has a set of rules thal make 
use of Ihe informalion to combine several proposilions inlo 
a single complex sentence using relative c1 auses and 
conjunction when appropriate. When ils rules indícate thal 

bWhile the grammar and strategic component are currently oper
ational , the interface between the Iwo, inctuding the dictionary is 
partially complete. The grammar lor TAILOR was based on TEX T's 
grammar, but extended by Kwee Tjoe Liong 
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a complex sentence is not appropriate, a sequence 01 sim
ple sentences is generated instead. 

In McDonald's [20] generator, MUMBLE, rather than 
accessing the dictionary before the syntactic tree is con
structed, the dictionary is consulted ðS the tree is buil t. 
Starting at the root of tree, the verb is selected lirst and its 
arguments located as subtrees of the verb. The system does 
a tree traversal , expanding the tree every time a leal is 
reached by consulting the dictionary and grammar, thus 
constructing the full tree. The tree is then linearized to 
produce the final sentence. 

Influences on the generated English other than syntactic 
constraints include information about the person the text is 
intended lor, semantic constraints, and information about 
the discourse structure of the text. Information about user 
type can be used to seled appropriate vocabulary (the 
naive user will not understand the expert's terminology) 
Similarly, information about the user's beliefs and knowl
edge can be used to generate noun phrase descriptions so 
that the user can successfully identify what is referred to by 
the description (2). For examp怡， a system should not use 
the noun phrase "the wheelpuller" if the user does not 
know what a wheelpuller is. Danlos (7) shows how the 
choice of a single word may depend on Ihe semantic 
fealures of other words in the sentence and the order in 
which various facts are presented, as well as syntactic 
constraints. Finally, knowledge about how a given senlence 
fits in with the rest 01 the text can be used to choose the 
best word order for a sentence and to decide whether or 
not to use pronouns [21). 

V. SUMMARY 

Language generation is becoming an increasingly im
portant component 01 systems that interact with their users. 
As a discipline, it can be characlerized mainly as involving 
problems 01 choice, requiri ng researchers to identi Iy 
constraints on the various decisions a system must make. 
This paper has illustrated some of the factors that play a 
role , notably discourse strategies and grammars, showing 
how Ihey have been used in both TEXT and TAllOR. For 
further inlormation on olher faclors identified and used 
within generation systems, the interested reader is relerred 
to two bibliographies of language generalion research [坷，

[16]. 
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